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Communique of the meeting 

The Conference of the Com:Jli ttee on Dis<uT..nament today lwld its 739th ::?le::::sr.r :!'8eting 

in the Palais des Nations, Geneva, under the chairmanship of Mr. J.G. Taylor, 

representative of the United Iungdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland. 

The representative of Japan (H.E. Ambassador Motoo Ogiso) made a statement 

concentrating on the question of oanning chemical weapons. Looking back to the 

deliberations on this question in the CCD since 1968, and placing a high priority on 

·this question, he made concrete suggestions on the two main problems, namely (l) chemical 

warfare agents to be prohibited and (2) verification. On the first point, he suggested 

making some tables for listing chemical agents with certain criteria, in order to make 

clear the definition and scope of those agents. On the second point, he suggested new 

ideas of annual declarations of the so-called single purpose agents, together with 

on-site inspection, and of annual reports of estimates of requirements of the so-called 

dual-purpose agents, referring to the Single Convention on Narcotic Drugs, 1961 

(as amended). It was hoped that these suggestions together with the related 

1-rorking paper presented by Japan (CCD/529), would make a positive contribution to the 

naking of a d.raft treaty on a Cv.J ban with some means of effective control. 

The representative of India (Mr. Kashi Prasad Jain) devoted his statement to the 

1uestion of elimination of weapons of mass destruction. Such weapons had been broadly 

;~_::,ssified as nuclear weapons, bacteriological (biological) weapons, chemical weapons, 

Tddiological vleapon.., and other weapons of mass destruction. _ne Soviet proposal for the 

prohibition of new weapons of mass destruction and new systems of such weapons deserved 

::;trong support, as it was in line I•Ti th the established priori ties in the field of 

disarmament and was also a preventive and confidence-building measure. The argument 

~hat the Soviet proposal would tend to divert attention from other important and 

!;res sing problems of disarmament was totally unjustified. The real danger of diversion 

of disarmament efforts from the priority tasks lay in proposals for the so-called 

controls on conventional armaments vri thout any meaningful curbs on the nuclear arms 

rac3 and the adoption of an imposed or artificial regional approach in place of a 

truly world-wide approach. Not a single nuclear weapon had been destroyed by any 

agreement that had been concluded so far. The developing countries needed conventional 

wc;apons to preserve their hard-won independence from various threats, including new 

:;h:ceats of destabilization. In conclusion it should be stressed that while problems in 

the field of disarmament were complicated and difficult, their solutions would have to 

be simple and based on correct premises. 
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The representative of Hungary (H.E. Ambassador Matyas Domokos) made a statement on 

the prohibition of new types of veapons of mass destruction and on procedural matters. 

He stated that the lDformal meetings with the participation of experts on new types of 

weapons of mass destruction lvere useful and indicated the importance attached to the 

Soviet proposal by a considerable number of delegations. With reference to the example 

analysed by the Hungarian expert, he emphasized that the new generation of air-cosmic 

delivery vehicles should be considered as a new v.reapon of mass destruction. Concerning 

the further consideration of the subject, he held the view that attention could be 

concentrated on the essence -- that is, on the examples of possible new types of MDWs 

and that difficulties in elaborating a precise definition must not hinder further 

constructive negotiations on the subject. 

On the question of a subsidiary organ of the CCD, he expressed the view that the 

establishment of a permanent body would introduce unjustified rigidity into the 

Committee's activity; therefore he preferred the setting up of ad hoc working bodies 

whenever progress on items on the agenda of the CCD made it necessary. In connexion 

with the institution of co-chairmanship, he referred to the origins and significance 

of that institution and suggested the suspension of discussion on that subject. 

The representative of ~ (H.E. Ambassador Omran El Shafei) made a statement in 

which he addressed himself to the question of the prohibition of new types and new 

systems of weapons of mass destruction. He pointed out that the discussion held on 

·this topic at the.informal meetings with the participation of experts was constructive 

and that the concer~ of all the delegations had been emphasizeo. Referring to the new 

and highly technolo~;.:cal ':1oapo::1s us9d against the armed forces of Egypt in Octcber 1973, 

he emphasized that the approach to the solution of the problem should be based on 

adopting measures prohibiting the production of nevr types and nm-.r systems of weapons 

of mass destruction, since scientific and technological progress had proved to be 

unlimited. In the view of his delegation, the definition adopted in 1948 should not 

be an obstacle to agreement upon a ne1v one, since atomic, biological and chemical 

weapons had been dealt with or were under consideration for the adoption of new -measures. In paying tribute to the delegation of the USSR for introducing this 

question, he pointed out that the ideas contc.Jined in the USSR draft treaty might be 

considered as guidelines in this regard. 
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The representative of India (Mr. Kashi Prasad Jain) commented on the intervention 

made by the representative of the United States of America on the question of a 

comprehensive nucle.:-r-weapon-test ban at the 738th plenary meE:;~ing of the CCD, held on 

22 March 1977. 

The representative of Mexico (H.E. Ambassador Alfonso Garcia Robles) made a 

statement introducing, on behalf of the delegations of Argentina, Brazil, Burma, Egypt, 

Iran, Morocco, Nigeria, Peru, Sweden, Yugoslavia, Zaire and l·1exico, a "Working Paper on 

CCD Procedures" (CCD/530) which contained suggestions for the establishment of a 

standing sub-committee of the CCD, for the preparation of the report and for the 

communique of the meeting. 

The representative of the Netherlands (H.E • .Ambassador C.A. van der Klaauw) 

commented on some aspects of the statement by the representative of India on the 

question of a comprehensive nuclear-weapon-test ban. The representative of India made 

a response to the statement by the representative of the Netherlands. 

The delegation of Japan submitted a vmrking paper entitled "Some thoughts on the 

international control of chemical weapons" (CCD/529). 

The Committee, in conformity with the schedule of work adopted on 

l March 1977 (CCD/527), decided to hold its first informal meeting on chemical weapons 

with the participation of experts on Honclay, 28 ~11arch,at 3 p.m. 

The next plenary meeting of the Conference will l1e held on Tuesday, 29 March 1977, 

at 10.30 a.m. 
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Mr. OGISO (Japan): Hr. Chairman!\ toda.y I wish to express the views of my 

Government on the question of banning cheml~al veapons, which my delegation considers 

the next most important item after CTB at this session of the CCD. The question of 

banning chemical weapons is a pending issue on which the United Nations General Assembly 

has been requesting the CCD to continue negotiations as a matter of a high priority 

over the years, and the CCD has again been requested to do this in operative paragraph 3 

of resolution 31/65 adopted by the United Nations General Assembly at its thirty-first 

session. 

Looking back briefly to the deliberations on the said matter in the CCD since 1968, 

we find a first draft treaty submitted by the USSR and other East Euiopean countries 

(CCD/361) aiming at a comprehensive ban. In addition to this, a unified view of the 

non-aligned countries of 1973 (CCD/400) made a contribution to progress in the 

deliberations by advocating the necessity of an appropriate means of verification. On 

the basis of these sincere efforts, Japan presented a draft treaty (CCD/420) in 1974. 
I 

This draft proposed a phased approach: that of banning chemical warfare agents of 

which verification is feasible at the present stage, in order to make effective a 

comprehensive ban of agents as suggested in the draft treaty of the USSR and other 

Eastern countries. Therefore, our draft treaty was designed to carry out, on a 

step-by-step basis, the comprehensive ban suggested in the Soviet draft; hence the two 

drafts do not contradict, but rather supplement, each other. In last year's session 

of the CCD a number of useful statements were made, an informal expert meeting was 

held and, through these exercises, an analysis of the problems involved was greatly 

developed and another draft treaty was presented by the United Kingdom at the last 

stage of iihe session. i-Ii th full consideration for those CCD discussions, working 

papers~ the Soviet and Eastern countries' draft, the unified view of the non-aligned 

nations and the Japanese draft~ and at the same time, naturally, with Britain's own 

useful thoughts, the British draft was intended to make further progress in the 

discussions. My delegation considers the British effort most valuable. Today I shall 

touch upon some points of the British draft, but I shall make my detailed comments on 

it later in the session. 
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As you are al' aware, energetic discur:sions took place ,t the two informal 

expert meetings in July 1974 and in July 1976. However, we feel that too many 

technical vievrs were presented and that they were not always well integrated. In this 

connexion we believe that the compilation of CW-related materials which has just been 

made by the Secretariat with the participation of a Swedish expert is most useful. 

Therefore I suggest that alternative choices should be drawn up Hith respect to each 

of the two important problems -- that is, the scope of chemical warfare agents to be 

prohibited, and verification; that, if possible, one solution should hopefully be 

found for each of those problems; and that, if that is not possible, at least the 

major trends of the discussions should be converged. It is to be hoped that, after 

this exercise, a common draft treaty will be negotiated by a Working Group as 

suggested by the Italian delegation at the summer session and thereafter. 

Mr. Chairman, we see that the two problems -- namely, the problem of defining the 

scope of chemical warfare agents to be prohibited in the treaty and the problem of 

verifying compliance with the treaty obligation-- are still in need of a solution and 

are major obstacles to the discussions. About 50 useful working papers have so far 

been presented by the vario~s countries and energetic discussions, including those of 

the informal expert meetings, have taken place. However, these discussions are 

inclined to be too technical and too academic, and this situation might be compared 

to people groping to find their way out of a dense forest. The following is my attempt 

to sort out the trends of the recent c1iscussL:ns on the subject. 

(l) With respect to chemical warfare agents to be prohibited1 a prevailing view is 

that they should cover not only super-toxic organophosphorous compounds but also other 

lethal chemical agents; that the broad net of a comprehensive ban should be thrown over 

these substances by adopting a purpose criterion in banning "chemical warfare agents 

of types and in quantities that have no justification for protective or other 

peaceful purposes"; and that a toxicity criterion should be used at the same time as 

one of the criteria for determining the actual agents to be prohibited. The 

LD50 spectrum which my delegation suggested last summer is a vie>·r on the application 

of these criteria. 
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( 2) Vfi th·--TeSpec'f""f,J. Ve.rifica tion, a prevaj ,_ing VieW iS that '!international II 

verification is necessa:ty. 'l'o be more ~pecific, a point of vie'"'' which is becoming 

more influential is that it is necessary that we should conduct on-site inspections 

to ensure the Undertaking of specific acts such as the destruction of stockpiled 

agents, and that it is possible that oi1-si t~ inspections under international ~o:ntrol, 

including some means of sealing, phoi;ographic evidence and so on, should supplement 

national means without intervening unjustifiably in order to control production. 

However, the above--mentioned trends do not go beyond the concept stage, and 

the time has now come for us to try to find a practical means. 

Last summer the representa~ive of the Soviet Union, Ambassador Likhatchev, stated 

that."the·Soviet Union ••• still advocates, a complete and general prohibition of ••• 

chemical weapons •••• At the same time the Soviet Union ••• has displayed its readiness 

to accept the idea ••• for a step-by-step approach to ••• prohibition, as a first 

step, of ••• lethal chemical means of waging war" (CCD/PV.7l4), and the memorandum 

presented by the Soviet Union at the spring session on 15 February 1977 reads 

"··· the Soviet Union is ready ••• to discuss methods of verifying the destruction 

of stockpiles of chemical weapons ••. " (CCD/522)~ This is a good sign that the 

possibility ·of agreement on on-site inspection has emerged in the above statements. 

These nei-r ·developments contain a clue to a solution to the two big problems of 

these discussions, and may be compared to a gleam leading to a way out of the "dark1' .• 

forest •. ·Here I vTiSl- to present to you a 'VTOl'king paper entitled "Some thoughts on 

the international control of chemical weapons" (CCD/529), and thus to make a 

contribution to our work~ 

J\1r. Chairman, with respect to the problem of chemical warfare agents to be 

prohibited, on which a number of suggestions have so far been made ~ but they have 

not gone bey6rid general remarks and have been somewhat lacking in concreteness -- I 

would now like to make a concrete suggestion, referring to the Single Convention on 

Narcotic Drugs, 1961 (as amended), vJhich functions effectively at present ahd to which, 

as of 1 March 1977, 109 countries, including most members of the CCD, are Parties. 

This can· provide· a useful suggestion for verification as 'tlell, which is very closely 

linked to chemical v1arfare agents to be prohibited. 
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The Narcotic Drugs Convention solves the problem of the definition and scope of 

narcotic drugs, which are extremely difficvlt to define but which need to be 

controlled, by adopting a method of annexed schedules. Referring to the Narcotic 

Drugs Convention, we should list, in a C\;l ban treaty, each agent in the appropriate 

table, to make it clear which agent should be prohibited and which agent should be 

declared and controlled. Thus we can modify article I.a of the British draft as 

follows: "chemical agents, listed in annexed tables I-III, of types and in 

quantities that have no justification for protective or othe::r peaceful purposes", and 

at the same time we can make clear the scope of these agents. First of all, we should 

list in table I "single-purpose agents'i used only for warfare, and should make them 

totally prohibited. Next, we should list in table II "dual...:purpose agents" which 

can be used for both peaceful and warlike purposes, and we should put them under 

separate control. Finally we should list in table III the chemical substances which 

are listed neither in table I nor in table II and which have such dangerous 

characteristics that they can be used as chemical warfare agents, and we should 

prevent any State party to the treaty from transforming these substances into dhemical 

weapons by imposing an obligation of notification oh those States Hhich are about to 

conduct such activities as their production, stockpiling and development. 

1.rJhen it·becomes clear that some agents of these substances can be used as 

chemical weapons and when it is found necessar.y for them to be strictly controlled, 

they can be -transferred to either table I c·" table II, as a result of a periodic 

review of these tables. 

In case, as provided for in article II, paragraph 1, of the British draft, each 

signator,y or acceding State undertakes on signature or accession to the treaty to 

declare the whole quantity in its possession of those chemical agents listed in 

tables I and II, we cannot deny that we may have some doubts as to the accuracy of 

the content of such declarations and that a certain amoun~ of deception might 

possibly·be used. Therefore we should conduct a careful study on the effectiveness, in 

the light of compliance with the treaty, of imposing on States parties obligation to 
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declare the amount of those agents in their possession. We understand that 

article VII of the Britishdraft, which provides for the (lestruction of these 

lethal chemical agents. according to a phas.ed programme, gives a. certain consideration 
. . 

to this. point. Here I would like to suggest, as a concrete method for such a 

phased programme, that (l) a State p2.rty to the treaty should destroy all the 

chemical agents listed in table I within a ce:rtain period (for example five years}, 

should declare each year the amount of the agents to be destroyed in that year, 

and should actually destroy them according to a certain procedure which is to be 

checked each time through an on-site verification; and that (2), referring to the 

system of "estimates of drug requirements'' provided for in article 19 of the 

Narcotic Drugs Conventio~, a State party to the treaty should submit annually 

estimates of requirements of stocks, imports and production of those chemical agents 

listed in table II necessary for peaceful purposes, and a control should be made on 

the amount of those dual-purpose agents, not to exceed the amount of those agents 

for peaceful purposes. Judging from such a prohibition and control of those chemical 

. agents, we believe it quite effective to classify chemical warfare agents in 

categories .in tables I, II and III. This entire line of thought is a step forward, 

with the help of the formula given in the Narcotic Drugs Convention, from our previous 

thoughts as suggested in the draft treaty an()_ the working papers (CCD/430, CCD/466, 

CCD/ 483 and CCJ)/515) submitted in the past by the Japanese delegation •. 

Here I would like to emphasize that, since the various criteria (e.g. the 

toxicity criterion) other than purpose criteria are all supplementary, the final 

decisi?n:whether each agent should be listed in or taken out of the corresponding 

table should be made by agreement between the States parties to the treaty. The 

process for the completion of the tables is as follows: (l) all.toxic chemical 

agents whose. toxicity is above the agreed level should be listed, using the 

LD50 spectrum; (2) then, those agents which the States parties to the treaty agree to 

consider unsuitable as chemical warfare agents, judging from their s~elf-li"fe, 
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perceptibility, volatility, explosion stability and so on, should be deleted; 

(3) finally, cherr.ical agents which are lc.r in toxicity but r-:.m be used as 

chemical warfare agents, and chemical substances (the so-called precursors for 

binary weapons) which become chemical warfare agents through reactions taking 

place between their discharge and their reaching the objective, should be 

added with the agreemept of the States parties to the treaty. In this process, 

consideration of article I. b of the British draft '~Till make the tables foolproof, 

on condition that the said subparagraph is modified to read 11munitions, equipment 

or systems designed to fill up, install or deliver agents specified in the 

preceding subparagraph (a) or chemical substances which are intended to produce 

the same effect as agents specified in subparagraph (a) when fired munitions 

reach the target". 

In closing my statement today, I hope that both my statement and my country's 

·working paper will be examined at the informal meeting beginning on 28 March, 

will lead to concrete progress on the two important problems of "definition of 

agents to be prohibited" and "verification", and will eventually make a 

contribution to the early completion of a CW ban treaty. 

Mr. JAIN (India): Mr. Chairman, the question of elimination of weapons 

of mass destruction should be considered in perspective. An analysis should 

therefore be made of the present situation as it has developed in regard to 

the various categories of weapons of mass destruction. 

In the post-Second World War disarmament discussions, all weapons (and 

weapon systems) have been classified as either conventional weapons or weapons 

of mass destruction. No clear definition of either of these two groups of 

weapons exists. An obvious, essential criterion for distinction between the 

two groups of weapons is the destructive effect. However, there is no particular 

threshold in destructive effect which could be used to distinguish a conventi•mal 

weapon from a weapon of mass destruction. 

I 
) 
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Besid.es, it iE.' realized. that a conventional weapon may b: employed in such a way 

that its destructive effect may be comparable with that of a weapon of mass d.estruc.tion, 

as was the case with the incendiary weapon when it was used for carpet bombing in 

certain theatres ouring World War II. Nevertheless, the incendiary weapon has been 

consid.ered a conventional weapon -- maybe a cruel weapon having indiscriminate effects 

or causing unnecess~'TY suffering, depending on its mode d.' emploi. On the other hand, 

it is not denied. that a breakthrough could take place in a technology such as laser, 

hitherto used along with conventional weapons, which might lead to the d.evelopment of 

a new category of weapons of mass destruction. 

The general situation in regard. to the classification of weapons as either 

conventional weapons or weapons of mass d.estruction remains somewhat unclear and. inexact. 

In the earlier discussions, mass destruction weapons (MOW) have been talked. of as 
1 ABC (Atomic, Biological and Chemical) and other weapons of mass destruction' • Very 

soon, however, it was realized that a refinement in terminology would. 'be needed. in this 

rather rough and ready classification of ABC weapons. 

The term A or atomic weapon was inadequate to cover atomic and hydrogen bomb, 

or fission and fusion bomb, or nuclear and thermonuclear bomb. The generic term 

"nuclear weapon" was considered. more appropriate than the term "atomic weapon" to 

describe the two systems that had developed in nuclear weaponry. 

As regard.s B or bilogical weapon, a question arose whether it would not be wise 

to stick to the expression "bacteriological weapon" used in the Geneva Protocol of 1925 

or whether it would be better to use a new expression "microbiological weapon" in 

order to take into account the new advances in molecular biology. A compromise was 

finally struck at the time of preparation of the United. Nations expert study on 

B & C weapons in.l969, when the expression "bacteriological (biological) weapon" 

came into vogue and. Has subsequently used in the BW Convention of 1972. 
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r,·-··~~ the questiO~l Of C or ch2mical vl2apo,.s, 2, contrcversy LB raised vheth'3r all 

such weapons could be considered as ,.,eapons of mass destruction and vhether a 

distinction should not be made behreen letha.l cwd non-lethal chemical substc:,nces. 

This controversy arose mainly becaase of thE use of certain chemic.sl vJeapons in the 

Viet Nam war. The controversy 1.'1as obviously pointless, because it vias evident that 

the use in war of any chemical subs~anses, 1)e ~;hey teccr-gas or other so-called 

irritants, defoliants and herbicidE:s, c:mld ;:h1ays J.ee.d to esce,lation to more 

dangerous chemical substances, and, therefore, tbe prir,ciple fino gas 11 in international 

armed conflicts was the only sound one to be followed. The General Assembly of the 

United. Nations reaffirmed this principle as being the customo.ry international law by 

its resolution 2603 A (XXIV) of 1969. 

i'·feanwhile a further evolution took place in the discussion over ABC weapons. 

Nuclear weapons (which term had completely replaced the expression "atomic weapons") 

began to be definitely considered as a class apart, and a new combined term CBR came 

to be used. in which R stood for rad.iological weapons. 

While nuclear weapons caused their destructive effect through blast, heat and 

radiation, it vias considered that a new category of weapons, namely radiological 

weapons, could be conceived of, which might cause destruction through their radiation 

effect alone. However, a doubt persisted v1hether there could ever be such a weapon 

-v1hich may not cause either blast or heat bu '; produce radiatior:. effect alone. The 

term radiological weapon -v1ent into disuse for a time, but has recently popped up, 

as it has again been felt that it could be theoretically possible to fabricate such 

a weapon. 

Be that as it may, the idea that there could be "other vJeapons of mass 

destruction", besid.es nuclear, chemical, biological and. radiological, has always been 

present in people 1 s minds. 

The Soviet proposal for the prohibition of new -v1eapons of mass destruction and. 

new systems of such weapons deserves strong support for several very good. reasons. 

It is in line with the established priori ties in the field. of disarmament, as the 

highest priority has to be accorded to the elimination of nuclear weapons and. all 

other weapons of mass d.estruction. It is also both a preventive and a confidence-building 

measure. 
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The Soviet proposal has been criticized on four main ground.s: (i) It is 

amorphous. (ii) New weapons of mass destruction cannot be d.efined.. (iii) Verification 

would. be difficult. (iv) It diverts attention from other important and pressing 

problems in the field of disarmament. 

None of this criticism is valid. 

The Soviet d.elegation has invited participation of al1 members of the Committee 

on Disarmament to agree on the scope of prohibition of new weapons of mass destruction. 

For its part, the Soviet delegation has identified the following five categories for 

consideration as new weapons of mass destruction: (i) infra-sound weapons; 

(ii) rad.io-frequency weapons i (iii) fuel-air explosives; (i v) potential nuclear weapons 

based on fissionable elements heavier than uranium-235 and plutonium-239; and. ( v) weapons 

based on shuttle systems. The United States delegation has expressed. its d.isagreement 

with the Soviet views on these five categories of ne'" weapons of mass destruction and. 

has also stated that it is not prepared. to take a position on other weapons not yet 

conceptualized. in specific terms. However, this does not mean that the discussion 

on the question of the scope of new weapons of mass destruction has ended, for the 

debate is still continuing. 

The informal d.iscussions in the Committee on Disarmament with the participation 

of experts on the question of new weapons of mass destruction have been useful in 

several ways. A consensus seems to have emerged already that nothing should. be done 

which might either erode or cast d.oubt on the integrity of an existing treaty such as 

the BW Convention. For instance, activities concerning genesplicing or genetic 

engineering, if they were ever to be developed. for hostile purposes, would be 

regarded as being covered by the scope of prohibition of the B\v Convention. 

The argument of essentiality of having a precise definition of new weapons of 

mass destruction is not convincing, as none of the world-wide treaties, conventions 

or protocols concluded so far, which deal with nuclear weapons or other weapons of 

mass destruction, contain any definitions of such weapons. 
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The argument r::garding Jifficulty of ii rification raises che perennial problem 

of relationship between controls c.md. di sarmanent. 

It should be clearly understood that disarmament and controls must go together. 

Neither one can precede the other, nor can any of these matters be taken up singly. 

Disarmament without controls is not a feasible prop'Jsition, just as controls without 

disarmament are meaningless. Both the questions sho:A.ld be tackled simultaneously 

and as parts of a single probl'3m. 

The argument that the Soviet proposal for prohibiting new weapons of mass 

destruction tends to divert attention from other important and. pressing problems of 

disarmament is totally unjustified. For what could be more important, more serious 

and more pressing than efforts in the direction of elimination of all weapons of mass 

destruction? 

On the other hand, it should be noted. that a ne;v and d.isturbing concept has 

recently been introduced in our discussions. It has been said that levels of national 

security should. be fixed and. the Committee on Disarmament should work for the 

achievement of this goal. 

It should always be remembered that the Committee on Disarmament has only one 

goal: the achievement of general and complete disarmament under effective international 

control. And levels of national security can only be determined by sovereign 

Governments for their respective countries. No one else, not :wen the Committee on 

Disarmament, can decide what should be the e1ppropriate level of security for a 

particular country. 

It should be stressed that the real danger of diversion of disarmament efforts 

from the priority tasks and pressing problems lies in proposals for so-called controls 

on conventional armaments without any meaningful curbs on the nuclear-arms race, and 

the adoption of an imposed or artificial regional 2,pproach in place of a truly 

world.wide approach. Proposals of that nature are meant to lull world public opinion 

into a sense of stupor towc:rds the ever-present danger of a nuclear holocaust. 
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The argument that some significant steps have already been taken in controlling 

the nuclear-arms race and. that attention should now be turned to controlling 

conventional weapons should. be categorically rejected. No meaningful obligations 

have yet been undertaken by the nuclear-vleapon States to limit their nuclear weapons. 

Not a single nuclear v!eapon has been destroyed. by any agreement that has been 

concluded so far. 

The developing countries need. conventional weapons to preserve their hard-won 

independence from various threats, including new threats of destabilization. 

It is also not possible to accept the contention that the great Powers, which 

possess nuclear weapons, have ipso facto acquired a greater sense of responsibility 

than non-nuclear-weapon States and have also ad.opted foolproof methods of ensuring the 

security of their nuclear-weapon stockpiles from the ever-lurking risks of accid.ent, 

unauthorized use or terrorism. So long as a single nuclear weapon exists in the 

world., the s•rJOrd of Damocles hangs over our heads. The only answer is elimination of 

nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass d.estruction. 

The imperative need for the elimination of all nuclear weapons and other weapons 

of mass destruction underlines the fact that the p8.rticipation of France and. the 

People's Republic of China in disarmament negotiations is absolutely essential for 

making substantial progress in the achievement of a lasting world peace based. on 

total disarmament and. a just economic order. Any organizational framework or procedures 

will not be allowed. to stand in the way of their active participation in the 

Committee on Disarmament, whenever they are ready to join it, for the Committee is 

master of its own procedures and works on the basis of the principle of consensus. 

In conclusion, it should. be stressed that while problems in the field of 

d.isarmament are complicated. and difficult, their solutions have to be simple. 

Furthermore, any viorkable and durable solutions will have to be based on correct 

premises. Erroneous premises can only lead. to fallacious conclusions and no real 

solutions. 
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Nr. DOJVIOKO::: (Hungary) (translated from French): In my stateL.Jent today I should 

like to take up two subjects 11hich aJ..'e on our Committee's agenda: namely, the 

prohibition of ne1~ types of 11e~q)on:J of mccss destruction <Cnd ne'~il systems of such 11eaponc, 

and the question of procedure an' o:;_·c;anization of 11ork. 

lfe have just coopleted tho third series of informc:l meetincs vii th the participation 

of experts. The statementu ::nc'cc:; iJ;:,' r8presentati vo~; CW.1L1 by experts have ;:,rieldec.1 man~r 

interesting opinions and contri~Jutions v1hicll r_1 eser,e detailed analysis. Due 110 can state 

here and nNJ that these meetinc;s lm ve been useful. The discussion has clearly shmm 

that most delegations have reco,snized the particular icportance of the Soviet proposals 

and consider it necessary to continue the e::awination 0f this important guestion, il1 still 

more specific form. 
~!"- -:~\ For the moment I shoulcl just lib:; to revert to cc im1 problems 1·1hich \Jere raisGC 

in the course of our deliberations. 

A happy feature was that there vJas fairly general agreement that the treaty to !Je 

concluded should not deal 11i th I"IGapons of mass-destruction 11hich arc already prohibited 

by existing conventions or dnc to i)(~ prohibi tod in the near future. Tl1is ;:.g:reement may 

advance the ex2mination of the dra.ft treaty. I shoul(l ;ct the same time like to express 

my delegation's hope that chemic2l \JGapons may [Senuinel~" be classified in the catec;o:ry of 

v1eapons of mass destructi~, 
Several delegations ha'Te stressed the importance of freedom of scientific research. 

vle have been and are of the opinion Uw.t, in any negotiation aimed at a prohi'oi tion of 

armaments, it is necessar-y t'J easu:ce freedom of rc:oearch for :9eaceful purposes and at the 

same time to preclude all ::)osr;i iJili ty of using its results for mili ta:ry purposes. This 

double task has been 1vri ttcm into almoat all a:c~ms-limi tation treaties. 'l'he purpose ancl 

text of the Soviet draft treaty and the r:totcments j,J2.de on the subject by the socialist 

countries have ahmys been clear <'J:1(t unequi voco.l. l"ol' this reason the euphasir: 

repeatedly placed by some delGco.tions on this aspect of the matter was incomprehensible to 

my deleeation. 

As regards the example diccussed by tho Ilunc;2.ri:1...l1 expert at the inforual J;Jeeting, the 

space shuttle may be used as 2.11 2.rtificial satellite, and also for manoec.lvTer:: and fo:r 

h"ansport in the rarefied layers of the atmosphere. 'J~lle first raode of 1.~sc is nh'eac~y 

genuinely regula ted by the Out,::::..' S:;_)<",C"' r1.'rei'.ty, in v!hich the determinine criterion ic that 
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the object should revolve around the earth. But if the space shuttle is not in orbit but 

performing manoeuvres or travoll:i_nc· 0,t less th:::m the initial cosmic speed ::md in a region 

below 160 km of altitude, the :provisions of that 'l'n~aty are no longer applicable. \Ie 

consider that, Uilless the uGc of such a craft for L1ili tary purposes \·Jere prohibited by a 

convention, the arms race might tal:e on a nmv nnd dancerous Cimension. 

The next comment I shoulJ lil:c to n;a~:c relates t() the definition of nc\J types of 

weapons of mass destruction. in l'rinciple, in a tn;at:I of a preventive nature, there is a 

choice bet'\oJeen the follo1PJinc nltornatives: 

(a) A precise general definition 11l;_ich determines lJcyond dispute the sco1Je of the 

limitation from the technic2-l a.nc' lecn.l stand pointE;. It seems to us that for the 

moment it \vould be extremc2_J c~ifficul t to iJOrk m~t a definition \·Ji th such precision; 

(b) The second :possibilitz,r \JOuld be: a more or le:::rl precise definition suppleJ:Jented by 

examples \·Jhich iwuld be illusl;j~at_'_ 'Tc ~Jut 11hich IJOEh1 not determine the scope of the 

limitation; 

(c) The third possibility miGht l1e to use a cJefini tion 11hich would indicate the 

objective and orienta-~ion of t:1e treat;/ ))ut 1:hich, from the technical and legal 

standpoints, 1wuld not be sufiiciently precise. Such a convention \lonld determine 

the scope of the prohi1)ition .- enumerating npecific examples; 

(d) Lastly, in the fourth posr:::i.~Jle forn, the scope of the limitation 11ould be defined by 

enumerating exampleR -- in our case, nxamples of netJ types of weapons of mass 

destruction. 

Having regard to the cliscuGsion and our IJ:resent J:nm·Jled[~e, I 1wuld incline to the 

vie\v that \ve should opt for alten1.ative (c), becanse I consider that at this s-tage a 

practical approach is inevi ta1Jlo. In i"m;'/ event, 11e should continue to scel: "'n appropriate 

definition while remaininc; tleteruined that the clifficul ties arising out of the definition 

shall under no circumstances have the effc·ct of holding up the nec;otiations. At the same 

time the suggestion made by AnbassaA:io:r_' -:L\mus, the distinc:uishec1 representati vo of Pakistan, 

that general agreement should be l'oached on prohibi- tine; the development and [Janufacture 

of all new types of v1eapons of mass c1cstruction and that every possible 11eapon should 

subsequently be identifiec1, is \Jorth~" of attention. 
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Each series of informal meetincs v1hich 118 have held so far has made an increasingly 

valuable contribution to the e:c2-l'lina-tion of the oubject. '.rhe constructive nature of the 

latest series has convincecl l'.;J that it is u.seful anc~, for purposes of more clecisi ve 

progress, even essential to cou±inue the discussion 11i th the participat:Lon of experts. 

\Je would therefore v1elcoue a Sllecific proposal on this subject by the Co-Chairmen before 

the close of this spring session. 

This year, as last year, our Committee has alreadJ spent much of its vah,_able time 

examining questions relatinc tc l'rocedure cmd orGanization of >Jork. ~1any clclecations have 

expressed their vievJS on this su;Jj ect o.. t informal or plenary meetings. 

In my statement on l lfarch I too stFtted the principles which determine my delegation's 

position on these problems. 'l'odccy I should like to re'rert to them at somm1hat greater 

length. 

lie too consider thcct it is useful to examine the methods of 1vork fror.1 time to time, 

because methods lvhich are effective for a ci ven IJerioc1 may prove in time to be out of 

date. I took care to say "examine" anc1 not "revise", lJecause an analysis need not 

necessarily be follov1ed by func~:::.nental or even minor changes. A logical ucthod of Horl: 

presupposes that VJhat has p:::'oved of value 1vill be kept. If the procedure previously 

folloVJed and the existing insti tution::c have pro·ved thoiT viability and effecti venens, 

there is no reason to chanc;e thee1. 

That is one of my delecation 1 s coDments concerning the need for contim:ous improvement. 

At the same time v1e consider that 3....'1 impl"ovement -- even a continuous improvement -- can be 

made only from time to time. 'i'J:wre is no serious body llhich could 1wrk eif ecti vely in a 

state of perpetual change. If the decision is taken that cha...11ges should be made, time 

must be allo\~ed for maldnc them, Go that ti1e decision may bear fruit. 3ome time must pass 

before it becomes possible to analyse objectively tlw effects of the decision tal:en, and 

to draVJ new conclusions. 

Thus it 1vould be much more approp:dat8 to examine nol' the possibility of 

continuously applying the clecisiom3 taken last ~~rear concen1.ing procedure and 

organization of \vork (CCTI/500). After reaching a guic~= agreement, the Committee could 

set about seeldng solutions to much rJore essential probleE1S. 
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The practice of our Committee and the p>sitive balance-sh?et of its activity do not 

justify us in cominc back to thio regularly and often, spending a larG'e share of our time 

every year on examining secondal'Y r.1a tters, 11nd gi vine the impression that it is the 

procedure and structure of the CG!J D.nc1 not the laclc of political 1iill in certain fields 

that are preventing present <'mci. futEre procToGs in the cause of disarmament. 

After these gento:eal remarkG, I shall tu::..'n to tho npec.ific proposals made by several 

delegations at the beginninc of 'chis s:orinc session, and 11ould like to take up first 

the question of having a standinG sn'o-coc'Jmi ttee or 211 act l1oc vJOrking c,-roup. 

Last year, in accordance 11i th the decision it had tale<::m on l July ( CC:U/500), the 

Committee set up 8. '.Wrkinc; C,TOl'-J:l to study all contri bution:s made to the preparation of 

the text of a disarmament a::,rrec::mcnt. The:: resnl ts of the lt~ork done by that ad hoc 

group have convinced us thc;t it is c1esira'ole to follm1 the same course vlhenever the 

Committee is faced vii th a similar tasl:, provid :::c1 that the circumstances and conc1i tions 

are similar as v1ell. The succecs of the 11orl;:inc; c;roup also strongly sugcests to us that 

vJe should not agree to a nm1 oolution in !Jlacc of the method and instrW11ent 1·1hich have 

already proved their worth. 

One of the argume11ts ac1vancec1 in favour of a ::::.tanding boc>;y is that it 1vould ensure 

that better use was made of the tiEJO 8.vailable, since it \Joulc1 be able to resume its 1-10rk 

at any time vJi thout havinc- to I·Jai t for its 11or~: to be "-pproved by the Committee in each 

specific case, because j_ t \Joulc-l 'oe equipped in 2cl vance 11i th terms of reference, rules 

of procedure and an vr{5aniza tion of 1vorl;:. 

I have several remarks to make on this subject. 

(1) I doubt whether it is possible or, to be more accurate, desir.;~.ble to dra\·J up general 

terms of reference v1hich could be applied by a subsidiary body to solve any pro'olem 

referred to it. In it:o 15 yea:r-s of existence the CoJTGJittee has shmm great 

flexibility in usinc; Diifcrc::nt Dethods to a!Jproach the solution of the problems 

confronting it. It seens evident to my delec-ation that a standinG' ou'o-committee, 

lvhich iwuld nnquestiono.bly ho.ve to 0e sui)o:cc1inate to the CCD but vJhich \JOulcl have 

standing terms of reference, ':Jould be too inflc~:ible a body for tho different 

tasks to be performed lmleos the Conmi ttee h·ansferred to its sub-committee tho 

right to dc::termine ancl uoc1i.:;"y fo::..' itself the conduct of its \vork, and the priori ties 

if there 1·1ere t110 or more c1utics to be pe:cfon:JCc: at a time. The al ternati 'rcu are 
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obvious: either the sub-conmi ttee vJOuld be indfecti ve for lack of IJido enont;h 

pm·Jers or, in the oppo:Ji te case, tho Committee 11ould lose its control over a 

body originally subor,Jinc:cjcc to it. 

(2) If, on the other hand, the Comuittee keeps to the existing procedure and retains 

its povJer of decision in each incli vidual case, it \·Jill have a chance to act 

flexibly and to make full use o£ the experience .-::,lread~r eained. 1'\nd it J:n.lSt be 

recognized that 1ve have a 1:eal th of e::,perience in drafting terms oi reference fo1· 

a working group or other subsidiary body. tlhen concii tions make it appropriate 

to speed up the draftin:; of the text of a conventiou, of studies o:c of other 

proposals, and the Cornmi ttce consic1ers it necessoxy to entrust the tasl;: to a 

subordinate body, it uill easily be alJle to take a (]Uick decision on tho 

establishment and terms o£ reference of such a body. For repetitive exercises, 

the stable elements in the old ruler;, for c:'ample those laid dovm in docuEJEmt CCD/500, 

could be applied wi thon·~ loss of time. It 1JoulC: be desirable to come to an 

agreement on that subject. 

(3) The main function oi the CCD is to necotiate dicarmament conventions. Accordinc; 

to the proposal ile a1·e nm1 considerinc, this traditional task should be handed 

over permanently to a cu1x;ic1iary 1Jody. It is obvim.1s that in the nature of things 

such a standine; body, in Ol'dcr to justif;r its e:riotence, ·\"iould inc vi ta1Jl~r try 

to become an indispensable instnm1ent of nocotia tion, and the Commi ttoc itself 

i·JOuld deal 1.-1i th secondary matters if it 11a11ted to avoid du_1lication, or eloe iJOuld 

have to content i tsGlf 11i th o. deli oera.ti ·:c role instead of remaininc a forun for 

negotiaticn. 'l'he Com:xi. ttc:.c should retain absolute freedom of action, so as to 1x: 

able to decide at any ti1<1c ·.;lwther it 1:1ishes to nec;otiate a con',cention itself Ol' 

to so1ve other problenw 2.t official rJr infor;·02..l meetings, or to ue-G l.'.{J ctn ::cc1 hoc 

subsidiary body and cntn.cc 'c it 11ith all or IJ2.rt of a given task. 

On the basis of the considerations I have just stated, wy delec;ation is firmly 

convinced that the idea of setting up a st;:;,ndi:1g sub-committee IJ011 1(1 r.,orvo ncj_ ther 

to increase i-JOrking efficienc;;r nor to strencthen the CCD. 
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I now tum to no; question of the co-chr;_rmanship. My delegation notes with 

satisfaction that greater 1-risdom and circumspection are no1·1 in evidence in this matter. 

They are wholly justified. 

Mr. Kashi Prasad Jain, the distL~guished representative of India, has explained to 

us, in all their complexity, the historical reasons for the establishment of this 

institution. His explanations are consistent with our w~ of seeing things. We share 

his view that the co-chairmanship system has always assured the full sovereignty of 

each CCD member countr,y, including the right to participate in the discussion, to submit 

proposals and to reject the suggestions of others, vlithout restriction, at any time. 

The existence of the co-chairmanship system has facilitated rather than hampered the 

decisive work of our Committee. 

Exception has been taken to the privileges of the bro Co-Chairmen. But what do 

these so-called privileges amount to? 

In our opinion, they amount to greater responsibility for efficient procedure and 

organization of "ltrork, at the risk of being criticized by others for the proposals they 

make. I cannot quote one insta~ce in which these "privileges" have restricted the 

sovereignty of other members of the Committee or have reduced or thwarted the 

predominance of democracy in our Committee. 

According to some statements, this system no longer meets contemporar,y requirements. 

The representative of India has clearly demonstrated the rationale for the creation of 

this institution. The reasons have not changed much from that point of vie\v since the 

beginning of the 1960s. The desire to see general disarmament brought about is 

universal. Similarly the responsibility for advancing the cause of disarmament lies 

with all Governments. But capacity to facilitate that process is not the same for all 

nations. No one can deny that an understanding between the two great Powers is a 

prerequisite if a disarmament treaty is to be concluded and its provisions carried out. 

What changes, then, vmuld justify scrapping this important institution? In my 

delegation's opinion, the decisive factors are still the same. 

Yet another argument is advanced against the present ~rstem of co-chairmanship, 

namely that Ltc abolition vrould facilitate the participation of the two other nuclear

weapon Powers in the Committee 1 s -vrork, and that their joining the Committee would 
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contribute to the progress of disarmament. But that is merely an assumption. There is 

no indication that this institution is really the reason 11hy those tlvo g-reat Powers are 

holding aloof from the Committee and that they \Iould othervJise be prepared to take pc,rt 

in its constructive -vrork. 

Does a hypothesis provide a firm basis for upsettli1g the institutional framework 

of this unique Committee, which for 15 years has enabled it to vTcrk normally and even 

effectively? My delegation thinks the opposite. \ifhile welcoming the moderation that 

has iately been shown, vre think the C:::Jmmittee uould do 'dell to abandon discussion :;f 

this question until conditions have changed drastically. 

Mr. EL-SHAFEI (Egypt): Hr. Chairman, my delegation has follo\·Jed vri th great 

interest the discussions that took place last Heek at the informal meetings, with the 

participation of a number of distinguished experts, in regard to the question of the 

prohibition of ne1·r types and nev1 systems of weapons of mass destruction. Since no 

expert from my country has taken part in the meetings, my delegation has not been able 

to participate L.11. the discussion at the technical level. 

Considering the importance of the question, my delegation wishes to make some 

comments, 1.,rithout going into the scientific and technological aspects of the question. 

We have noticed that the discussion has been carried· on in a constructive manner. 

A variety of opinions have been expressed, yet the concern of all the delegations has 

been emphasized. 

We a.re convincod that the question should be tackled as e. rriatter of necessity and 

urgency. Prohibition of the production of new weapons of mass destruction is vital to 

protect human beings from the destructive effects as mentioned in detail by the experts. 

During the war of liberation waged by our armed forces in October 1973, the 

Egyptian Army had been subject to the use of ne>·rly and highly technologically advanced 

vreapons brought directly to the battlefield and used for the first time. Our experience 

shows that the approach to the solution of the problem should start from the fact that 

preventive measures should be taken to guarantee that ne\1 achievements in science and 

technology are directed to the benefit of mankind rather than channelled into producing 
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weapons of mass destruction. W:; don 1 t have to vrai t until such weapons are in the 

process of production and try to find 1vay3 anri means of limiting or prohibiting their 

production when ,,re can prevent it. Should the political •rrill exist, a solution to this 

problem ould be reached. He should bear in mind, during our exchange of vievrs, that 

scientific and technological progress has proved to be unlimited and that what has been 

achieved so far in those fields, in such a short +· ulme, is immense. 

We believe that we should not be so rigid as to maintain the definition adopted 

in 1948, especially in the light of the achievements realized over the last 30 years. 

Since atomic, biological and chemical weapons are already covered by separate agreements 

or are still under consideration, there is still a large range of weapons of mass 

destruction that need to be identified. 

New weap~ns of mass destruction and nevJ systems of such weapons are those weapons 

and systems that could be produced in the future through scientific and technological 

research and that do not fall within the existing criteria for weapons of mass 

destruction. 

Consideration of this subject should not divert us fron1 the priorities entrusted 

to the CCD. Nor should priorities drive us away from recognizing the importance of the 

question. To give effect to the General Assembly resolutions adopted at the thirtieth 

and thirty-first sessions, the CCD should continue the exchange of viev-rs on this subject, 

taking into ~onsideration the contribution already made by the experts. 

In conclusion, Mr. Chairn1an, my delegation, in paying tribute to the delegation of 

the Soviet Union fo:c initiating the discussion on this question, >vould like to consider 

the ideas contained in the draft treaty presented by the USSR as guidelines which help 

in the elaboration, through negotiation, of a treaty in this regard. 

Mr. JAIN (India)~ Mr. Chairn1an, the delegation of India has the following 

comments on the intervention made by the distinguished representative of the 

United States of America on the question of a comprehensive nuclear-weapon-test ban at 

the 738th plenary meeting of the Conference of the Committee on Disarn1ament (CCD) held 

on 22 March 1977. 

First, there is an imperative need to use correct and complete expressions, so that 

our thinking can be channelled into right directions. For instance, the tern1 

"nuclear-free-zones" has now been completely replaced by the accurate expression 

"nuclear-weapon-free zones". Similarly, the term "a comprehensive test ban (CTB)" 

should be replaced by "a compl.'ehensive nuclear-weapon-test ban (CNWTB )". The continued 
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use uf the term CTB amounts to speaking a half-truth, like saying "non-proliferation" 

OT "a non-prolifera ion regime'' vJithout usir:g the ,,,orris "of nu::lear \v8a:pons". Th·2 

deliberZ>-te use of such inccmplete ex:pressJ.ons lvould <illiOLillt to su-,Jp:r\:;sslo veri and 

_s;~gg-estic faJ s.:h. 

Second, the PNE (pe&~efl.J.l nuclea:::- explosion) is c:_n :L1 ~c:rn;c.hu•D.ll;r re:::o,ssized 

concept. Questions of detection/idcmtific;ation ca~'Lr:ct cLmd :;he fact that thc:o PITE is 

c:. valid concept. 

Third, a sound principle that bas be\:m fcl.1 owed i..11 disexmarr.ecit ner;otiations is t11at 

the question of regulation of peaceful activit::.es i.s cJ.tsid'2 the sccrpe of an instrument 

ciealing with limitations on armaments and beyond the competence of the Co'llillittee on 

Disarmament. 

Fourth, this sound principle has been follmved in the very recent case of 

negotiations by the CCD of a Convention on the Prohibition of r'lili tary or Any Other 

Hostile Use of Environmental T'1odification Techniques (ENMOD Convention). 

Fifth, it vmuld be wrong to folloH a principle strictly in certain cases (say in 

the case of an ENMOD Convention) a.11d abandon it altogether in other cases, say in the 

case of a comprehensive nuclear-1reapon-test ban ( CNWTB). 

Mr. GARCIA ROBLES (Mexico) (translated from Spanish): Thank you, 

Mr. Chairman. I am going t() speak very slowly bece.use I have no prepared text to rec:td 

from and also beca.use my statement, although very brief, ':ill have to be made in tuo 

vmrking languages s __nee the document I shc,lJ_ be discussing hac been distributed only 

in English. 

I hope that, by speaJ:ing slmdy, I shall facilitate the interpreters'· task. 

The purpose of my statement is formally to introduce document CCD/530, '\!hich was 

distributed this morning and whish is sponsored by 12 countries, namely Argentina, 

Brazil, Burma, Egypt, Iran, T1orocco, lifigeria, Peru, Sweden, Yugoslavia, Zaire and Nexico. 

Only ll are at present sho\'11. on the document i the Secret2xiat vJill issue an addendum 

relating to Morocco. 

This uorkinc paper is in three sections. The third section concerns the 

communique of the meeting &"'1rl its text is identical vrith that included in 

documPnt CCD/500 of l July 1976, uhich 11as adopted at the 7C8th meeting, on the same 

date. The second section relates t~· the preparation cf the CCD 1 s annual report. 

Although the text of this section cannot be called identical to that given in 

document CCD/500 1 vre C3..'1 sq,y that it is almost the same. Apart from the replacement 
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text of document CC~'/500 are the follovring: first, in subpangraph (f), the VTords 

-__ :~.t 

to include in the draft report thr:: some L~_no of index 2s a.ppeared in the 1?75 rep:)l't, 

- t . d f+ t T' i ' . . - b I"" \ subJ ec :i.ndex m the ra " repor . ne sec on. cna:1g2 lS l•1 su.b~Ja.ragrap - \H). 

distribllted in Ne"~JI York to the delegaticns of Statrs ~Je:nbiE'S rf' thea lbiced_ H-:ticvw 

should also be distributed. Hence che acLdition of the -vrordc ''2-s Fell as i·Jorki..Dg paperc;". 

The second change in subparagraph (h) is a matter of timing. Last year request '.vas made 

to the Secretariat that the verbatim records should be distributed as a separc-l-te annex 

to the report, but only once the CCD' s finsJ report had been prepared, i.e. when the 

session 11as over. We vmuld nm-J request the Secretariat that, in addition to distributing 

them as an av..nex to the report, it shoulcl clistribl•te the v~erbatim records, as i•rell as 

working papers, in Ne-v.r York, to the delegations I meCltioned a momer.t ago, as anc1 vrhen 

they are ready in Geneva. The tex~ nov :reads; "PV s of the meetings held during the 

year as vJell as uorking papers should be distributed i..n Hevr York to d.elegntions of 

States Members of the United Nations as they are ready ir 2reneva and should also be 

distributed as a separate annex to the report 11
• 

In the first section, in \.rhich it is suggeste:1 th~ '. a s+;an.cling sub-committee of 

the CCD should be set up, distinguished representatives vrill fi.lJ.d several ~orovisions 

vJhich also appear in document CCD/500, fer ex2mp::..e --· and I quote: ''The level of 

representation in the sub-committee should b;.:: determined by each delega,tion" 2..rd 

"Its meetings should be held 1ri thol't harnp8ring the rc;gu.:'..a:r- cr Lnfnrrnc.J. meetings of 

the CCD". Of course~ the first maL.'1 change is that the body in questi::m ,,F)l'.ld not 1:J,'" 

a working group but a sub-committee or sub-c.")mmissicm. Ths seconCi cha11ge is that this 

sub-committee >muld be ]Jermo.nen t; the ':JOrk.ing I'aper calls L t "'"'- standing sub-committee". 

In our informal discussions on procedural n:atters j my delegation has had an 

opportunity to explain at leJr.J.gth the pu:cposo and scope of this proposal. AHhough thi3 

is the first time \'Te haVe suomi tted a formal \vorking paper, the distinguished_ 

representatives '\-rho are taking part ir1 t:tis mr~eting are the :::-.arre ones Hho tcok part in 

the informal meetings. Hence I shall not try their J:)ationce by repeo.ting everythi11g I 

said on that occasion. I shall merely say that, ta.ki.l1[;' .into c._ccount some concernd 

expressed during our discussions or: the subject, -'~he spo:nsors of this crorking paper 
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sa1!l no objection ':ihatsoevE·r to ma.~ing ·?xplici t Hh2t had been _i_mplici t from the start; 

and the \lOrding Yhi ~~1 ffiaKi'JS (;Xpli8:i_t c'Lac hcl b;:3~ i'lpli.cit a:r:_:.;r;ars in the sec-')r;rl 

paragraph. Some '.rords have b'3fm c;_r~c>:d 2fter "CCJJ''. T'he parc.fraph reads aE f·Jll')\,-s: 

"The organi<Oation of 1.rork 2r,d its procec.ures i3houlrl. be c~cterrained b;y the CCD"; uu to 

here the text corresponds to last Y''al" s text. ITo--rever, ,-e have add,3cl tl1e -v.-ords 

"and should not impair in a~w manner the right of the; Commi ttPG to adopt any oth:;r 

procedural measures it mE>.y deem ac'.visable''. I repeat.~ "and shculd not impair in at:y 

man:1er the right of the Committee to adopt an;y- other pr)cedural measures it Ir.EW deer1 

advisable". 

I should also like to explain that the first paragraph of the in.formal v..orking 

paper 1t1e submitted for infonnal di--scussion; whic·h I'Te novr :r~peat in the formal \vorking 

paper, states that this sub-committee will not be able tc> negotiate texts, uhether of 

draft conventions, treaties, agreements or 811Y other documents, first, unless they 

relate to items on the CCD's agenda; and secondly-- this is the specially important 

poi.nt -- it Hill be an essential condition in enabling the sub-committee to deal dth 

such matters that the plenary Comn:i ttee shall have referred them to it. I quote the terms 

of the working paper: "which the Committee may refer for that purpose to the 

sub-committee". 

I think that these explanations and additions may perhaps dispel some of the 

concerns expressed by s0veral distinguished representatives both at the informal 

meetings and at today' s meeting. 

vJe hope that this will be the:;; case. Dut if, unfortunately, it should not be 

(experience of similar situations has sho\IJYl us th2"t it telces five years to see the 

light), this constructive proposal vrill 1w on reco:cd and ,,-e hope that, perhaps in 1)78, 

1979 or 1980, the clay will come '. h'3n it \·'ill be adoptee'.. 

T1r. van der KLAAUH (Netherlands): I listened 1.vi th great int(,orsst to the 

second statement made by the representative of Jndia on ::1. comprehensive nuclear-v'eapon

test ban and the question of peaceful nuclear explosions. I ·.-ould J ike to remind the 

Committee that bm years ago the General Assembly of the United Nations with an 

over1-rhelming majority adopted a resolution in 'Thich the CCD ',;as asked to stucly the 

arms-control implications of peact=:ful nuch;ar explosions. The CCD subsequently made 

a report on this question. I r.-my hope that the Indian Government ';.Jill study this 

report carefully. 
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J'Ir. JA:f! (India): The disthguisned represer:te~tive of the Eetherlan~is :t:a<: 

ref'erred to the Unit d Nations General l'.ssem:.ly resolution on "~he so-called arms-control 

irHplications of peaceful nuclear expiosion.s. India h8,d vote:'! ;],gainst that reso:!xtion. 

'Jlhe position of India on that subject, ·.rhich had. been stated in ::::lec:.r terms at t:'lat 

time, Temaixls unchanged. 

The statement of the delegation of India before the Conference of the Corrwittee 

on DisLrmament (CCD) today, on uhich the distingu.:i.shed. repl'esent:::ctive of the Netherlands 

Lo_s commented, refers to the question of regulation of poacef-u.l activities such as 

peaceful nuclear explosions. 

The meeting rose at 12.40 p.m. 




